Autumn 2007

Topics and Presenters

Breathing While Asleep--What Can Go Wrong in the Night
Victoria Surdulescu, MD, assistant professor of Internal Medicine, UC College of Medicine, director, UC Comprehensive Sleep Medicine Center

Surface Anatomy--A Hands-On Experience
Bruce Giffin, PhD, field service professor, Department of Cell and Cancer Biology, UC College of Medicine
and Andrew Filak, MD, Senior Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Professor of Family Medicine, UC College of Medicine

Maternal and Fetal Care
Arthur Evans, MD, professor and chairman of Obstetrics and Gynecology, UC College Medicine

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit
Vivek Narendran, MD, associate professor of Pediatrics, UC College of Medicine, Medical Director, Cincinnati Perinatal Outreach Project, The University Hospital NICU and Normal Newborn Nursery and The Christ Hospital Nurseries

How Cincinnati Cares for the Wounded Soldier
Jay Johannigman, MD, associate professor of Surgery and Chief-Division of Trauma and Critical Care, UC College of Medicine

From Cincinnati to the Moon to Mars--Surgery in Space
Timothy Broderick, MD, associate professor of Surgery and Biomedical Engineering, UC College of Medicine

Revolutionizing Radiology
Mark Halsted, MD, associate professor of Radiology and Chief of Informatics Core, Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center

The Ear--Staying on Balance
Robert Keith, PhD, professor of Otolaryngology, UC College of Medicine